
Wacom solution 

The HP Remote Boost Receiver (Windows, macOS, RHEL, and Ubuntu) now supports Wacom pen 
displays and pen tablets when used with a Remote Boost Sender. 
 

Adjusting tablet properties 

You can make adjustments to Wacom display mapping, Express Key buttons, and pen buttons on the 
receiver  

system. 

Use the following on the receiver to adjust settings and to verify that the pen is working properly: 

● Windows: Wacom Tablet Properties application. 

● macOS: Wacom Tablet controls under System Preferences. 

● Linux: Wacom Tablet controls under the Devices section of Settings. 

Windows and Mac receiver solution 

Wacom drivers must be installed on the receiver system. 

Consider disabling the Remote USB feature on the receiver. If the Wacom USB connection is made 
after the Remote Boost connection is established, the Wacom device is captured and exported to 
the sender. HP does not recommend this setup, because it bypasses the Remote Boost Wacom 
solution. 

You can use Wacom Tablet controls to specify application-specific behavior on the receiver. This 
feature is not supported for sender applications, because Wacom controls are not available on the 
sender. Changing Wacom Tablet controls on the receiver will apply to all sender applications. 

Consider disabling touch (if supported) on the Wacom device. Having touch enabled can cause the 
receiver to use the touch interface, or it might cause interference with pen events. 

ThinPro receiver solution 

The ThinPro 7.1 receiver can allow a Wacom device to be virtually attached to a Linux sender. For 
best results, the receiver and sender should have a single display with matching resolutions. 

The usage of Remote USB and the usage of a Wacom pen are mutuallly exclusive. To enable the 
usage of a Wacom pen, open USB Manager as a privileged user in the ThinPro Control Panel and set 
the USB protocol to Local. 

To allow the receiver access to the Wacom devices, you must copy the rgs-pen-tablet.rules file from 
/opt/hpremote/rgsreceiver/rules into the /etc/udev/rules.d folder. After copying the file, you must 
unplug the Wacom device from the receiver system or restart the receiver system. 

After plugging in the Wacom device, the pen should be able to move the cursor on the receiver 
system before establishing a remote connection. After the receiver is connected to a Linux sender, 
the Wacom input devices are captured. To verify that the device is exported to the sender system, 
enter the command xinput list on the sender system. When the Wacom devices are exported 
correctly, the output shows a list of Wacom devices. 

You can use the Wacom input devices within HP ZCentral Remote Boost receiver window. You need 
a mouse to interact with the receiver interface and the local desktop. 



NOTE: A Wacom pen does not respect floor control in a collaboration session. Multiple users 
attempting to simultaneously provide any kind of input might experience unwanted behavior. 

Linux receiver solution (non-ThinPro) 

When installing the Remote Boost receiver, do not use the -legacyWacom installer flag or answer yes 
when prompted to enable Legacy Wacom support. These commands enable the older Linux Wacom 
solution, which works only from Linux receivers to Linux senders. 

NOTE: This does not include ThinPro. See ThinPro receiver solution on page 50 for more 
information. 

Windows sender solution 

Wacom drivers are not required on the sender system. If they are installed, the Wacom Tablet 
controls do not show the device as being connected. You must make any adjustments to the Wacom 
device on the receiver system. 

Configure applications on the sender using Windows Ink. Some applications use only the Wacom 
Wintab API rather than Windows Ink and do not work with this solution. Most pen-enabled 
applications use Windows Ink by default or can be configured to use Windows Ink. Updated versions 
of pen-aware applications tend to have better support for Windows Ink. 

When using the pen for input on the sender, the cursor is often displayed as a small dot. This is 
expected behavior. 

Windows has a setting to hide the pen cursor. Use Pen & Windows Ink controls in Windows Settings 
to specify definite behavior. 

Linux sender solution 

Wacom Tablet controls on the sender do not show the device as being connected. Make 
adjustments to the Wacom device on the receiver system. 

Some GTK-based applications require manual configuration to enable the virtual Wacom device. It 
appears on configuration menus as Remote Boost Wacom Tablet. One common application where 
this is necessary is the image manipulation program GIMP. 

1. To enable the virtual Wacom device in GIMP, select Edit > Input Devices. 

2. From the popup window that appears, select Remote Boost Wacom Tablet eraser and set the 
mode to  

Screen. 

3. Repeat the previous step for the Remote Boost Wacom Tablet stylus. 

NOTE: Setting the device mode to Window could result in a cursor offset. 

This configuration step should only be necessary the first time you use the virtual with this 
applicaton. 

Other applications might have different menus to enable the virtual device. 


